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PSLOs and CSLOs Creation and Assessment Narrative 

Prior to July in 2016 the Technical Education Division's program faculty had written their PSLOs for the 

associate degree programs. The program faculty had also produced Curriculum Maps which showed 

how each course in the program was tied to either PSLOs (Program Student Learning Outcomes) and/or 

General Education Outcomes. The main concern was the existing PSLOs were generally too specific and 

did not follow Bloom's Taxonomy of Action Verbs. These existing PSLOs were rewritten to be more 

aligned with requirements for PSLOs following Bloom's Taxonomy and being broad based to totally 

address a program graduate's required learning outcomes from the program. The existing Curriculum 

Maps were revised to reflect the changes in the composition ofthe PSLOs. Curriculum Maps for each 

program behind the tabs showing the program and Curriculum Map. 

The next task was to generate the CSLOs (Course Student Learning Outcomes) for the technical courses 

in the program . Each of the CSLOs would support one or more of the PSLOs for the program and were 

aligned to the supporting PSLOs. This process for the faculty required some rewrites. However, this 

process seem to be progressed at a reasonable rate. In addition, the assessment components of the 

CSLOs were identified for both the formative and summative assessments for each CSLOs. Existing 

course assessment that supported the CSLOs were identified such that the production of new 

assessment tool was kept to a minimum. 

Reporting documents were generated with multiple revisions to arrive with a reporting system that 

captured the components of the process and assessment to our satisfaction. One of these documents is 

the Assessment-Systematic Evaluation Plan. This document combines the PSLO and its supporting 

CSLOs to show the assessment method, benchmark, actual level of achievement, action plan and time 

interval for the course which are behind each program tab. The assessment method defines if it is 

formative or summative and the specific assessment used. The benchmark is historical data from 

students' performance in previous semester(s) or the faculty's best assessment. The actual level of 

achievement is cumulative evaluation of the students for that assessment versus our preset level of 

expectation of acceptable student performance. The action plan is necessary for collective student level 

of achievement that fall below our acceptable student performance. This plan includes identification of 

the weakness and corrective actions to be implemented for the next cycle of the course. The time 

interval is an indicator of when during the semester the assessment method will occur. 

The document for recording the student values from the assessment instrument is an Excel spreadsheet 

that calculates the overall evaluation of the CSLOs for each assessment using the preset evaluation 

criteria. The Excel spreadsheet accomplishes this for both formative and summative assessments. 

Examples of the Excel spreadsheet for the programs are shown behind tab marked "Data." The results 

from these assessments are then transferred to the Assessment-Systematic Evaluation Plan Detailed 

Report for final evaluation and documentation. The Assessment-Systematic Evaluation Plan Detailed 

Report document examples are shown behind each program tab and Assessment tab. 


